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The introduction of chemical modifications into long RNA
molecules at specific positions for visualization, biophysical
investigations, diagnostic and therapeutic applications still
remains challenging. In this review, we present recent ap-
proaches for covalent internal labeling of long RNAs. Topics
included are the assembly of large modified RNAs via enzymatic
ligation of short synthetic oligonucleotides and synthetic
biology approaches preparing site-specifically modified RNAs

via in vitro transcription using an expanded genetic alphabet.
Moreover, recent approaches to employ deoxyribozymes
(DNAzymes) and ribozymes for RNA labeling and RNA meth-
yltransferase based labeling strategies are presented. We
discuss the potentials and limits of the individual methods, their
applicability for RNAs with several hundred to thousands of
nucleotides in length and indicate future directions in the field.

1. Introduction

A large fraction of naturally occurring non-coding ribonucleic
acids (RNAs), such as long-noncoding (lnc) RNAs, possess �200
nucleotides in length.[1] To investigate structure and function of
such large RNA molecules in vitro and in cells, selective labeling
at specific positions within their sequence is an essential
prerequisite for various biophysical investigations. This review
discusses numerous approaches for the preparation of long
RNA molecules with internal site-specific modifications. Only
methods applicable for the introduction of reporter groups
within the sequence of long RNAs (several hundred nucleotides)
are presented (Table 1). Widely used strategies for 5’- and 3’-
end labeling of RNAs are not discussed in detail.

Different strategies exist to introduce reporter groups for
internal, covalent and site-directed labeling of RNA. Reporter
groups can either be directly introduced into RNA during
chemical solid-phase synthesis[2–5] or co-transcriptionally[6–9]

using the corresponding modified phosphoramidite or triphos-
phate building block, respectively. Stability of reporter groups is
often challenged under harsh reaction conditions used in
chemical RNA synthesis.[10,11] Furthermore, the selectivity of RNA
polymerases[6,12] limits the scope of reporter groups that can be
inserted co-transcriptionally into RNA. Thus, alternative ap-
proaches based on post-synthetic or post-transcriptional RNA
labeling are often employed.[10,13–15]

For the implementation of a two-step RNA labeling
approach, a small reactive group is introduced first during
chemical solid-phase synthesis or during in vitro transcription
into RNA.[14] This allows post-synthetic or post-transcriptional
installation of virtually any reporter group, separating the
attachment reaction from the site selection step.[10,16,17,18] A
further advantage is the small size of the molecule handle
which in most cases leads to only minor disturbance of nucleic
acid structures, thus allowing natural function and folding of
the RNA oligonucleotide.[19]

Reactions for post-synthetic and post-transcriptional label-
ing include periodate chemistry, amine chemistry, thiol
chemistry and click chemistry.[14]

Among these, especially N-hydroxysuccinimid (NHS)
chemistry has been extensively used for nucleic acid
labeling.[20–22] For this purpose, a small amine-functionality is
introduced into the oligonucleotide enabling post-synthetic or
post-transcriptional reaction with an NHS-ester bearing a
reporter group by forming an amido-linkage.[20–22]

Besides this, click chemistry combines the most robust and
efficient chemistries for labeling of RNA. The term click
chemistry was first defined by Sharpless et al.[23] referring to
reactions joining together units via heteroatom links with high
yields and negligible formation of byproducts under simple
reaction conditions and solvents. When using click chemistry to
label RNA, fast reaction kinetics, biocompatibility and bioortho-
gonality are key prerequisites.[23,24]

For the installation of reporter groups, the classical copper-
catalyzed azide-alkyne cycloaddition (CuAAC) forming a
triazole-linkage has widely been used for DNA labeling.[25]

However, its direct use for RNA labeling was limited at first.[13]

Since copper ions can catalyze cleavage of the phosphodiester
backbone in RNA, it was a challenge to ensure that RNA
remains intact under CuAAC reaction conditions.[13] Addition of
Cu(I) stabilizing ligands or small amounts of acetonitrile as a co-
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Table 1. Overview of methods to prepare long site-specifically labeled
RNA presented in this review.

Chapter Methods to prepare long site-specifically labeled RNA

2 Preparation of site-specifically modified long RNAs
combining solid-phase synthesis and ligation

2.1.1 Ligation of RNA with T4 RNA ligase I
2.1.2 Splinted ligation of RNA with T4 DNA ligase II
2.1.3 Ligation of RNA with T4 DNA ligase
2.2.1 DNAzyme-mediated ligation of RNA
2.2.2 Ribozyme-mediated ligation of RNA
3 Synthetic biology approaches for covalent RNA labeling

during in vitro transcription
3.1.1 Hydrogen-bonding unnatural base pairs
3.1.2 Hydrophobic unnatural base pairs
3.2.1 Transcriptional priming and enzymatic ligation
3.2.2 Position selective labeling of RNA (PLOR)
4 Post-synthetic and post-transcriptional labeling of RNAs
4.1.1 DNA-templated labeling via four-way junction formation
4.1.2 DNA-templated chemical labeling via duplex formation
4.1.3 RNA acylation at induced loops (RAIL)
4.2 Deoxyribozyme-catalyzed labeling of RNA (DECAL)
4.3 Ribozyme-catalyzed labeling of RNA
4.3.3 Methyltransferase ribozymes for RNA labeling
4.4 Methyltransferase-directed transfer of activated

groups (mTAG)
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solvent during CuAAC click reactions minimized RNA
degradation.[18,26] For intracellular applications, cell toxicity of
copper ions hampers the use of CuAAC chemistry for live cell
RNA labeling.[27] Therefore, copper-free variants of click reac-
tions are indispensable for RNA labeling especially in a cellular
context. Azide-alkyne cycloadditions can also be promoted by
ring strain instead of copper catalysts. The so called strain
promoted azide-alkyne cycloaddition (SPAAC) provides copper
free conditions for the reaction between azides and alkynes.[28]

However, comparably slow reaction kinetics are detrimental for
this reaction.[29] Other bioorthogonal labeling techniques, such
as inverse-electron-demand Diels Alder (iEDDA) cycloaddition
reactions recently gained much attention due to fast reaction
kinetics, high selectivity and high yields in aqueous media.[30]

Here, dienes such as tetrazine derivatives rapidly react with
strained alkene moieties. For visualization purposes, reporter
groups such as fluorophores can be coupled to tetrazines.
Notably, in combination with the quenching properties of
tetrazine derivatives on adjacent fluorophores emitting in the
wavelength of green and red light between 400 nm and
600 nm (e.g. Tetrazine-Bodipy FL, Tetrazine-Oregon green 488,
Tetrazine-BODIPY TMR-X)[31,32], fluorescence strongly increases
upon cycloaddition reactions, reducing background
fluorescence and thus is a valuable tool for intracellular
applications.[31,32] Since this reaction does not require a copper
catalyst, non-toxic as well as non-denaturing reaction condi-
tions are provided, making the iEDDA reaction suitable for

investigation of complexly folded RNA and for in cell
applications.[19,33]

2. Preparation of Site-Specifically Modified
Long RNAs Combining Solid-Phase Synthesis
and Ligation

Short RNAs with internal, site-specific modifications can be
prepared by chemical synthesis of RNA. By now, the most
common approach for chemical synthesis of RNA is performed
on a solid support and requires nucleoside 3’-phosphoramidite
derivatives.[34,35] Using the corresponding phosphoramidite
building blocks, not only canonical nucleotides, but also a
plethora of differently modified nucleotides can be introduced
into RNA at predefined positions in a quantitative manner.[34]

Reporter groups such as fluorophores[2] or stable paramagnetic
centers, termed spin-labels[3–5] can directly be introduced into
RNA via solid-phase synthesis. Another strategy is the insertion
of a small functional moiety during solid-phase synthesis
allowing post-synthetic installation of virtually any desired
reporter group using click chemistry.[18] However, a major
drawback of solid-phase synthesis of RNA is the limitation in
length for RNA generated by routine chemical synthesis.
Whereas DNA solid-phase synthesis with over 100 nucleotides
(nt) is a by now well established and efficient procedure,
reliable chemical synthesis of RNA oligonucleotides appeared to
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be more difficult[36,37] and is commonly restricted to a limited
length of approximately 100 nucleotides.[38] The presence of the
reactive 2’-hydroxyl group of the ribose sugar requires an
additional selective protecting group not necessary in solid-
phase DNA synthesis.[36,37] The 2’-hydroxyl protecting group
increases steric hindrance while simultaneously lowering effi-
ciency during solid-phase synthesis.[36,37] Additionally, side
reactions during the deprotection step as well as premature
loss of the 2’-hydroxyl protecting group appear.[37] These side
reactions include hydrolytic phosphodiester backbone cleavage
and 2’-3’ migration resulting in 5’-2’ internucleotide linkages in
long RNA oligonucleotides.[37,39] Although, ongoing advance-
ments in RNA chemical synthesis allowed preparation of
relatively long RNA with good efficiencies[34,40] biologically
relevant length of RNA is still difficult to achieve[37] as most
ribozymes,[41,42] riboswitches[43] or aptamers[44] exceed the length
of possible strand length that can be prepared by solid-phase
RNA synthesis. Therefore, there is a need for alternatives
allowing site-specific labeling of long RNAs to investigate their
structure and functions.

During the last decades, strategies were developed that
combine the site-specific introduction of chemically modified
nucleotides during solid-phase synthesis with methods that
facilitate reliable generation of longer RNA oligonucleotides

bearing modifications. These strategies mostly rely on the
chemical synthesis of shorter, modified RNA strands followed
by subsequent ligation to yield the desired long RNA bearing
an internal site-specific functionalization. To date, these ligation
strategies can be subdivided into three different approaches:
enzymatic ligation,[45–48] ligation of RNA using ribozymes[49,50] or
DNAzymes[51–53] and chemical ligation.[54,55]

2.1. Enzymatic ligation of synthetic oligoribonucleotides

Enzymatic ligation is one strategy to post-synthetically over-
come the size limitation of a purely chemical approach to
prepare site-specifically modified RNA by solid-phase
synthesis.[56] Ligation of RNA is primarily performed using
bacteriophage T4 RNA ligase or T4 DNA ligase.

2.1.1. Ligation of RNA with T4 RNA ligase I

Most commonly, T4 RNA ligase I is used to join the ends of two
single stranded RNAs as single stranded substrates are preferred
by the enzyme (Figure 1A).[57] Secondary structure formation
(e.g. hairpin) should bring single stranded termini of acceptor

Figure 1. Enzymatic ligation strategies to prepare long modified RNA oligonucleotides beyond the size limit of chemical solid-phase synthesis. Small, site-
specifically modified RNA strands prepared by RNA solid-phase synthesis can be ligated using different enzymes to generate long, site-specifically labeled
RNA. The acceptor sequence is bearing a terminal 3’-OH, while the donor RNA carries a 5’-triphosphate. A) T4 RNA ligase I mediated ligation of two single
stranded RNA oligonucleotides brought in close proximity due to secondary structure formation. B) T4 RNA ligase I mediated ligation of two single stranded
RNAs brought in close proximity by a DNA splint. C) Templated T4 DNA ligase/T4 RNA ligase II mediated ligation of two RNA strands. A splint is used to form
the necessary ternary pre-ligation complex and to bring ends to be ligated in close proximity. D) Templated T4 DNA ligase/T4 RNA ligase II mediated ligation
of two RNA strands. A splint is used to break up secondary structure formation enabling the enzyme to access the ligation site and to form the necessary
ternary pre-ligation complex.
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and donor RNA into an entropically favored position to
promote ligation (Figure 1A).[45] Suddala et al. performed liga-
tion with T4 RNA ligase I combining two shorter chemically
synthesized RNA fragments.[58] The donor RNA strand was
modified with a Cyanine(Cy)5 label that was introduced during
solid-phase synthesis to produce site-specifically fluorescently-
labeled 75 nt long tRNAGly. Thereby, single molecule Förster
resonance energy transfer (smFRET) investigation of the
structure dynamics of the glyQS T-box riboswitch from Bacillus
subtilis was enabled.[58] The glyQS T-box riboswitch regulates
expression of the gene encoding glycyl-tRNA synthase depend-
ing on the ratio of aminoacylated tRNAGlys to non-amino-
acylated tRNAGlys in the cell.[59] The glyQS T-box riboswitch itself
was prepared by in vitro transcription (IVT) and visualized by
hybridization of a Cy3-labeled LNA oligonucleotide to the 5’
end of the RNA. Applying single smFRET they analyzed glyQS T-
box riboswitch interaction with Cy5-labeled tRNAGly indicating a
complex hierarchical sensing mechanism that reads out the
tRNAs aminoacylation status by snap-lock-based trapping upon
binding of the tRNA.[58]

However, side products arising from circularization, oligo-
merization of RNA strands[48,60] or repeated ligation of already
formed ligation product[61] frequently appear using T4 RNA
ligase I.[47] Therefore, it is recommended to protect the 3’-OH of
the phosphor donor.[47] Alternatively, T4 RNA ligase II can be
used for RNA ligation as ligation selectivity is promoted by a
splint.[57]

2.1.2. Splinted ligation of RNA with T4 RNA ligase II

Ligation of RNA with T4 RNA ligase II makes use of a splint that
serves as a bridging or guiding DNA oligonucleotide perfectly
complementary to the ends of RNA strands to be joined by the
enzyme increasing selectivity of this approach (Figure 1C).[57]

Using this templated ligation strategy with T4 RNA ligase II,
Manz et al. constructed a variety of full-length 169 nt Bacillus
subtilis yitJ S-adenosyl-L-methionine (SAM)-I riboswitch variants
bearing FRET-labels at selected specific positions known to be
affected by structural changes of the riboswitch. The SAM� I
riboswitch is involved in gene expression regulation via tran-
scription termination in B. subtilis. Therefore, five chemically
synthesized RNA oligonucleotides bearing 5-[3-[(6-aminohexyl)
amino]-3-oxo-1-propenyl]-uridine at distinct, predefined posi-
tions were post-synthetically labeled using NHS-esters of Cy3
and Cy5 prior to the ligation step. By that, the group
investigated the conformational energy landscape dependent
on Mg2+ and SAM ligand concentration of the full-length SAM-I
riboswitch in vitro by smFRET microscopy. The authors discov-
ered that terminator and antiterminator fold of this riboswitch
coexist and are highly affected by Mg2+ ions. SAM ligand
binding only induces a small shift towards the terminator
state.[62]

Using a similar approach, Weinrich et al. prepared a site-
specifically spin-labeled full-length 59 mer long human immu-
nodeficiency virus(HIV)-1 trans activation response (TAR) RNA[63]

required for trans-activation of the viral promotor and thus HI

virus replication[64]. The site-specific introduction of spin-labels
into RNA allows obtaining distance information between these
two spin labels via pulsed electron paramagnetic resonance
(EPR) techniques. Therefore, three short RNA sequences were
synthesized via solid-phase synthesis introducing two 2-
nitrobenzyloxymethyl protected 2,2,6,6-tetramethyl-piperidiny-
loxyl (TEMPO) derivatives via the corresponding cytidine
phosphoramidite followed by enzymatic ligation in one pot
using T4 RNA ligase II promoted by DNA splints. The 2-
nitrobenzyloxymethyl protective group is stable under harsh
RNA synthesis conditions avoiding decomposition of the nitro-
xide spin label during RNA synthesis. Furthermore, the protect-
ing group prevents reduction of the spin label during ligation.
This is of utmost importance as ligases usually require thiols to
ensure activity which are known to reduce nitroxide spin labels.
Subsequent deprotection to recover the nitroxide group occurs
by photolysis without damaging the RNA. Pulsed electron-
electron double resonance (PELDOR) experiments in the
absence and presence of arginine amide, a TAR RNA ligand,
were performed to study structure dynamics and showed an
increase in rigidity of TAR RNA structure upon ligand binding.[63]

2.1.3. Ligation of RNA with T4 DNA ligase

If the ligation site is located within a highly structured region of
the RNA or RNA donor and acceptor cannot form a stable pre-
ligation complex themselves, ligation can alternatively be
performed using T4 DNA ligase to increase ligation efficiency.[47]

As T4 RNA ligase II, T4 DNA ligase uses a ternary complex as a
substrate: two RNA strands hybridized to a splint (Figure 1C).[56]

The templating DNA splint not only brings the 3’-OH of the
acceptor and the 5’-phosphate of the donor RNA in close
proximity[56] but also provides good accessibility to the ligation
site for the enzyme by destroying secondary structure forma-
tion of RNA strands to support ligation (Figure 1D).[47] Using T4
DNA ligase, side product formation is reduced and efficiency is
increased by templated ligation compared to T4 RNA ligation
without a splint.[56] Ligation of RNA using T4 DNA ligase in
combination with a splint was first performed by Moore and
Sharp in 1992 to produce RNA bearing an internal, site-specific
modification.[60] More recently, Esquiaqui et al. used a similar
approach to prepare long RNA with position specific modifica-
tions enabling electron paramagnetic resonance line shape
analysis and distance measurements. Thereby, site-specific
changes in conformational dynamics of the kink-turn motif in
the Vibrio cholerae (VC) glycine riboswitch upon K+, Mg2+ and
glycine induced folding were investigated.[38] Therefore, the
group constructed a 232 nt long site-specifically spin-labeled
sequence by ligating a small modified 20 nt oligoribonucleotide
with a 212 mer RNA oligonucleotide prepared by IVT followed
by splint-mediated ligation using T4 DNA ligase. The small
20 mer RNA was prepared by solid-phase synthesis enabling
site-directed incorporation of either one 4-thiouridine or a
double phosphorothioate backbone modification, followed by
post-synthetic spin-labeling with either 3-(2-iodoacetamido)-
PROXYL or 1-oxyl-2,2,5,5-tetramethylpyrroline, respectively. This
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work demonstrates that local mobility of the spin labels located
in the kink-turn motif are influenced by environmental changes
such as an increase in K+ concentration leading to a stimulated
folding of the kink-turn fold of VC riboswitch that is not further
stabilized by Mg2+.[38] Furthermore, it is shown that binding of
the glycine ligand to the aptamer domain of the riboswitch is
not influencing the local structure of the kink-turn motif
although ligand binding is likely to induce structural changes in
other regions of the riboswitch.[38]

Using an analogous approach, Chen et al. inserted an
isotopic label at a predefined position via solid-phase synthesis
using an (8,1’-13C)-adenosine phosphoramidite building block in
combination with splinted T4 DNA ligation to prepare the 96 nt
long C� C chemokine receptor type 5 (CCR5) mRNA fragment
for nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) spectroscopy studies.[65]

CCR5 is proposed to take part in facilitation of viral entry of HIV-
1 into human cells.[66] In CCR5 mRNA, a pseudoknot stimulates
-1 ribosomal frameshifting upon interaction with a microRNA
(miRNA), so called miRNA-1224, suggesting gene expression
control for HIV-1 viral replication.[67] The labeled CCR5 mRNA
fragment was used to measure structural dynamics of the
functional RNA via NMR upon CCR5 RNA/miRNA-1224 complex
formation, overcoming the problem of spectral overlap in RNA
structure elucidation and interaction analysis using NMR.[65]

Nonetheless, ligation using T4 RNA ligase I is often preferred
due to easier purification resulting in higher yields[47]. Further-
more, less enzyme is needed as T4 DNA ligase only slowly
releases formed product and is principally slow and
inefficient.[68]

2.1.4. Splint-supported ligation of RNA with T4 RNA ligase I

In the same way as T4 DNA ligase uses a ternary RNA:RNA/DNA
complex as a substrate, T4 RNA ligase I can also be used with a
splint mimicking the natural ligation junction to improve
sequence specificity of ligation with T4 RNA ligase I (Figure 1B).
This approach was inspired by the observation, that the natural
substrate of T4 RNA ligase I is the anticodon loop of tRNALys.[69]

Hence, a DNA splint is designed in a way to hold the donor and
acceptor close to each other while leaving single-stranded ends
at the ligation junction.[70] However yields of this reaction
remained low most probably due to intramolecular circulariza-
tion and non-optimal linker length.[68] Nonetheless, ongoing
improvements of this strategy especially regarding linker length
significantly improved yield and efficiency of this reaction. Stark
et al. created a 128 nt long RNA strand using a splint and T4
RNA ligase I.[68] This strategy could be interesting for ligation of
smaller synthetically prepared, modified RNA oligonucleotides
to produce long site-specifically modified RNA to study
structure, function and dynamics.

2.2. Ribozymes and DNAzymes for RNA ligation

In recent years, alternative strategies besides enzymatic ligation
were developed to prepare long RNA with site-specific labels.

This includes on the one hand DNAzymes, catalytically active
DNA molecules, which are able to ligate smaller RNA fragments
to form long RNA oligonucleotides[51,71] and on the other hand
ribozymes which can mediate an exchange of a small,
predefined patch of a long RNA with a synthetically modified
small RNA via a cleavage-ligation cascade[50].

2.2.1. DNAzyme mediated ligation of RNA

DNAzymes are artificial single stranded DNA oligonucleotides
that are selected in vitro by directed evolution and can catalyze
specific reactions, e.g. nucleic acid cleavage or ligation.[72] The
first reported DNAzyme possessing an RNA ligase activity was
discovered by the working group of Scott Silverman in 2003.[73]

However, in an Mg2+ mediated manner, unnatural branched 2’-
5’ phosphodiester linkages were formed between a 2’,3’-cyclic
phosphate and a 5’-hydroxyl group of two RNA oligonucleo-
tides by this DNAzyme.[73,74] Further research in this area finally
yielded DNAzymes with RNA ligase activity forming native 3’-5’
linkages between two RNA strands, one bearing a 2’,3’-diol and
the other a 5’-triphosphate.[51] Such DNAzymes are generally
designed with two variable binding arms at its 3’- and 5’-ends
complementary to the parts of the two substrate RNA strands
close to the ligation site (Figure 2).[73] Thereby, the DNAzyme is
not only a catalytic unit, but at the same time represents a
splint bringing the two ends of the RNA strands to be ligated in
close vicinity.[52] Büttner et al. used a DNAzyme catalyzed
ligation to produce the site-specifically spin-labeled long SAM-
III and SAM-I riboswitch domains (53 nt and 118 nt, respectively)
in high yields. For this purpose, the in vitro selected 9DB1*
deoxyribozyme was used that catalyzes the formation of native
3’-5’ phosphodiester linkages. The 5’-triphosphorylated donor
RNA was prepared by IVT and the acceptor RNA was prepared
by solid-phase synthesis. A convertible nucleoside approach
was used to generate 2,2,6,6-tetramethylpiperidin-1-oxyl (TEM-
PO) or 2,2,5,5-tetramethylpyrrolidin-1-oxyl (proxyl) spin-labeled
RNA. Therefore, convertible O4-(4-chlorophenyl)uridine nucleo-
sides were site-specifically introduced into RNA during solid-
phase synthesis. Upon post-synthetic substitution of the
O4� chlorophenyl leaving group with 4-amino-TEMPO or 3-
amino-proxyl, CTEMPO- and Cproxyl- modified RNA was obtained.
Advantageously, the spin label integrity was not affected under
the presented conditions for deoxyribozyme-catalyzed ligation
with 9DB1* as usage of dithiothreitol (DTT) was avoided which
is in turn required for enzymatic ligation. As DTT is known to
reduce TEMPO spin labels, 9DB1*-mediated ligation sets a new
benchmark for EPR analysis of long modified RNA. Using
continuous wave(CW)-EPR, dynamics and secondary structure
formation of the SAM riboswitch domains were analyzed.[53,71]

2.2.2. Ligation of RNA with ribozymes

Apart from deoxyribozymes owning RNA ligation activity, also
naturally occurring ribozymes with similar ligation activity are
known[41] and several even more efficient ribozymes were
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selected in vitro by directed evolution.[75] However, besides the
directed evolution also rational design of such ribozymes is
possible if the parental RNA structure and mechanism of action
is well studied.[49] Using the latter strategy, the group of Sabine
Müller developed a ribozyme performing a cleavage/ligation
cascade based on the naturally occurring hairpin ribozyme
allowing site-directed RNA functionalization (Figure 3).[50] Tan-
dem duplication of two hairpin ribozymes yielded the so called
twin ribozyme with double cleavage as well as double ligation
activity which allows site-specific sequence alteration.[50] The
twin ribozyme was used to mediate an exchange of a
predetermined RNA sequence in a 145 nt long oligoribonucleo-

tide with another small amino-modified RNA. The modified RNA
was prepared via solid-phase synthesis introducing an amino-
modified deoxythymidine building block. This allowed subse-
quent functionalization of the amino-modification using either
isothiocyanate or O-succinimidyl ester derivatives of various
fluorophores as well as biotin.[50] Using the twin ribozyme, a
dye-labeled 145 mer RNA could be obtained with up to 53%
yield. By this method, virtually any reporter group could be
attached e.g. fluorophores, isotopes and spin labels allowing
FRET, NMR or EPR studies of functional RNAs beyond the
limitation in length for RNA solid-phase synthesis.[50]

Figure 2. 9DB1* deoxyribozyme-mediated ligation to prepare a 118 nt long, site-specifically spin-labeled SAM-I riboswitch from two smaller RNA strands. The
modification is inserted during chemical solid-phase synthesis of RNA. The acceptor sequence is bearing a terminal 3’-OH, while the donor RNA carries a
5’-triphosphate.[53,71] The ligation site is indicated with an arrow.

Figure 3. Cleavage/ligation cascade performed by an engineered twin ribozyme (black). A predefined patch of RNA (dark green) in the RNA substrate (light
green) is exchanged with a small, synthetically prepared and modified RNA sequence (blue). At the cleavage site, a 2’,3’-cyclic-phosphate (2’,3’-cP) and a 5’-OH
is formed which can in turn be ligated by the twin ribozyme in the same manner with a substrate bearing a 2’,3’-cP and a 5’-OH group. Cleavage and ligation
sites are indicated with arrows.[50]
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2.3. Chemical ligation of synthetic RNA

An alternative ligation strategy is the joining of two RNA strands
using chemical ligation forming non-native linkages. Unnatural
linkages can be obtained by reductive amination using
periodate[76], disulfide bond formation[77] or click chemistry[14].
Hence, chemical ligation should in principle be a further
promising technique for the preparation of long and site-
specifically modified RNA from smaller RNA fragments. How-
ever, unnatural linkages might impede the native structure and
function of functional RNA making this approach relatively
unsuitable for studies of biologically relevant RNAs.[14] In 2010,
El-Shagheer and Brown reported splinted CuAAC chemical
ligation in combination with solid-phase synthesis to prepare a
functional 100 nt hammerhead ribozyme.[37] Shortly thereafter,
ligation of two RNA strands using CuAAC chemistry was
reported, reacting an 5’-azido-modified RNA and a 3’-alkyne-
modified RNA strand under the presence of a copper-catalyst. It
was reported that the unnatural triazole-linked backbone was
not disturbing RNA function.[18] Surprisingly, the triazole group
resulting from CuAAC was found to mimic phosphodiester
linkages.[78] Additionally, Frommer et al. demonstrated highly
efficient preparation of the flavine mononucleotide (FMN)
responsive aptamer of the ypaA riboswitch from B. subtilis using
solid-phase synthesis of RNA combined with CuAAC chemical
ligation. Therefore, chemical ligation using CuAAC could be an
interesting tool to prepare long site-specifically labeled RNA by
ligation of small, modified RNA fragments to study RNA’s
structure and dynamics without perturbing the RNA’s
function.[55]

Eventually, it should be taken into account, that previously
presented strategies employing ligation of synthetically pre-
pared, modified RNA fragments were by now primarily used to
generate labeled RNA <300 nt. Therefore, different approaches
using other enzymatic strategies were established in the past
few years to generate even longer labeled RNAs with better
yields. These strategies are presented hereafter.

3. Synthetic Biology Approaches for Covalent
RNA Labeling During In Vitro Transcription

In vitro transcription has widely been applied to prepare RNA
up to many kb using phage-encoded polymerases, such as T7
RNA polymerase (RNAP), without encountering any length
restrictions.[79] A wide range of modified nucleotides have been
used successfully in IVT reactions to label RNA molecules[80] but
transcriptions with modified nucleotides result in global RNA
labeling as these nucleotides cannot be incorporated in site-
specific manner.[81] Due to the highly conserved genetic code
and polymerase’s substrate specificity,[6,12] site-directed labeling
of RNA by IVT remained challenging for a long time. However,
different approaches have been developed to date that address
these challenges to selectively label RNA during in vitro tran-
scription.

3.1. RNA labeling using an expanded genetic alphabet

An approach gaining increased attention to label RNA site-
specifically is the use of an expanded genetic alphabet.
Expansion of the genetic alphabet with additional, unnatural
base pairs (UBPs, Figure 4) enables the labeling or functionaliza-
tion of nucleic acids at predefined positions via standard
enzymatic reactions as they can be incorporated in sense of a
third base pair.[82] To fulfill the demands of quantitative and
selective labeling, these UBPs and also functional groups or
tags attached for labeling purposes must be accepted by RNA
polymerases with high fidelity and efficiency. During the last
decades, several groups have developed and continuously
optimized novel base pair systems which can be replicated and
transcribed in vitro with high selectivity and efficiency by
standard polymerases.[8,16,82–87] Although a few approaches of
direct RNA labeling during in vitro transcription employing an
UB functionalized with the reporter group have been
presented,[8,9] a combination of IVT and post-transcriptional
labeling reactions such as CuAAC or iEDDA has mostly been
applied for efficient site-specific RNA labeling. For that, an
unnatural base derivative bearing a reactive handle (Figure 5,
upper panel) is incorporated into RNA during IVT allowing post-
transcriptional functionalization with the reporter group of
interest.[88–90] In the following, examples of RNA labeling
techniques based on an expanded genetic alphabet are
presented.

3.1.1. RNA labeling with hydrogen bonding UBPs

The first example of site-directed RNA labeling applying an
extended genetic alphabet dates back to the year 1993.[91] In
this study, Tor and Devan employed a derivative of Benner’s
isoC-isoG base pair underlying hydrogen bonding which was
previously shown to be incorporated on DNA and RNA level.[92]

A functionalized derivative 6-aminohexylisoG was used to
in vitro transcribe 18 mer DNA templates containing deoxy-5-
methylisoC followed by post-transcriptional labeling with NHS-
biotin (Figure 4, left panel).[91] Recently, the kappa (k)-xantho-
sine (X) base pair of Benner,[93] also forming an artificial
hydrogen bonding pattern, was used to site-specifically label
the 73 nt long guanine sensing riboswitch RNA from B. subtilis
by Hegelein et al..[94] For this, they synthesized the clickable X
derivative 7-deaza-xanthosine bearing a terminal alkyne residue
which was then site-specifically incorporated into RNA by IVT to
enable post-transcriptional labeling with Cy3-azide via click
chemistry (Figure 4, left panel).[94]

In 2004, based on the 2-oxo(1H)pyridine (y) – 2-amino-6(2-
thienyl)purine (s) base pair system,[95] Hirao and co-workers
incorporated a photo-sensitive iodine-modified y derivative into
an anti(Raf-1) RNA aptamer at a predefined position during
transcription thereby enabling photo-crosslinking of two ap-
tamer molecules.[96] They also demonstrated incorporation of
bulkier y derivatives, modified with biotin or fluorophores, into
RNA molecules opposite s or 2-amino-6-(2-thiazolyl)purine (v) in
DNA templates by T7 RNAP (Figure 4, left panel).[97] Modification
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of y with an aminohexynyl linker additionally allowed for post
transcriptional coupling with NHS-ester of 5-carboxytetrameth-
ylrhodamine or 5-carboxyfluorescein.[98] Moreover, iodine-, bio-
tin- and fluorophore-modified y bases were efficiently incorpo-
rated into RNA aptamers without disturbing its target
affinity.[96–98] However, site-directed incorporation of the s-y and
v-y base pair was only achieved for y opposite s or v, while
transcription of DNA templates containing y resulted in
mispairing with adenine.[99]

3.1.2. Hydrophobic UBPs for selective RNA labeling

Besides artificial hydrogen bonding base pairs, the creation of
hydrophobic base pairs have evoked particular interest since
Kool and co-workers proposed that selective and stable base
pairing can also be controlled by hydrophobic forces and shape
complementary without hydrogen bonding.[100] To date, several
hydrophobic UBPs have been developed that can be PCR
amplified and transcribed selectively and have been applied for
RNA labeling.[82]

Through progressive optimization, the Hirao group has
developed two hydrophobic base pairs, Ds-Pa and Ds-Px, that
can be amplified and transcribed with high fidelity and
efficiency (Figure 4, right panel).[101,102] While Ds-Px is amplified
with high specificity and fidelity,[102] Px is slightly unstable under
basic conditions and thus not well applicable during T7 IVT.[103]

dDs containing DNA molecules were therefore used to direct
the site specific incorporation of Pa during transcription.[9,103]

Combining these two UBPs, dDs-dPx for DNA template
preparation via fusion PCR and dDs-Pa for transcription, site-
specific labeling of long RNA molecules was achieved by
employing Pa triphosphate (TP) derivatives modified with
reporter groups in IVT reactions. However, bulky moieties such
as fluorogenic tags or biotin directly attached to the unnatural
base interfered with polymerase acceptance during enzymatic
processing resulting in only moderate transcription efficiency.[8,9]

To overcome this, an ethynyl-C4 linker was attached to Pa
allowing post-transcriptional labeling of RNA with functional
groups by CuAAC (Figure 4, right panel).[90] By this, a 75 nucleo-
tide tRNA molecule was site-specifically labeled with azide-
modified biotin or fluorophore probes. Streptavidin shift assays
with biotin-functionalized RNA molecules confirmed site-specif-
ic labeling of more than 90% of transcripts.[90] In a further
approach, Hirao et al. site-specifically labeled a 76 mer tRNA
and 260 mer RNA molecule by copper-free strain-promoted
click chemistry.[103] An azido-pentyl-modified ribonucleoside TP
N3-Pa TP was synthesized and efficiently transcribed opposite
dDs by T7 RNAP. RNA molecules containing N3-Pa were then
functionalized with cyclooctene-modified reporter groups.[103] In
2017, different T7-RNAP mutants were tested regarding their
ability to incorporate modified Pa TP and 2’-fluoro-ribonucleo-
tide triphosphates of uridine and cytosine simultaneously.[104] A
combination of both, Pa TP derivatives and 2’-F-modified
triphosphates, in IVT reactions would allow site-specific intro-
duction of desired functionalities and also enhance nuclease
resistance of RNA molecules, respectively. The T7 RNAP variant
VRS-M5 (VRS: G542V, H772R, H784S and M5: S430P, N433T,
S633P, F849I, F880Y) processed Cy3-modified Pa TPs and 2’-F-

Figure 4. Unnatural base pairs and their derivatives applied for site-specific RNA labeling.
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modified adenine and uracil triphosphates with high efficiency
and selectivity. This might pave the way toward the generation

of highly functional RNA molecules such as aptamers and
ribozymes for biotechnological or therapeutic applications.[104]

Figure 5. Site-specific RNA labeling with an UBP via genetic alphabet expansion transcription and applications thereof. Upper panel: General scheme of
genetic alphabet expansion transcription: a functionalized UB triphosphate is site-specifically incorporated into RNA during T7 IVT enabling post-
transcriptional labeling via click chemistry. Left panel: For site-specific labeling of lncRNA, a DNA template bearing the UBP at specific positions can be
prepared by 2-step assembly PCR and is then transcribed into RNA. This technique was applied to site-specifically label the glmS ribozyme allowing the
investigation of ribozyme self-cleavage.[86] Right panel: Via plasmid PCR, unnatural base pairs can also be incorporated into long functional RNA >400 nt by
using modified primers. By this, nitroxyl spin labels were introduced into the A-region of Xist RNA allowing EPR distance measurements (right panel).[5,89]

Reproduced with permission from Ref. [89], Copyright 2017 Methods.
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In recent years, Romesberg’s group also developed un-
natural base pair candidates exhibiting stable base pairing
through hydrophobic and packing forces during replication and
transcription[83–85,105] that were applied in RNA labeling ap-
proaches. By employing the 5SICS-MMO2 base pair,[85] a long
functional RNA was site-specifically labeled for the first time. As
the MMO2 scaffold tolerates free amine modifications, an
amino-modified MMO2A could be introduced site-specifically
into the 77 nucleotide tRNA Tyr

CUA with high fidelity during
enzymatic synthesis allowing post-transcriptional labeling with
NHS-Biotin of greater than 75% of the total RNA yield.[88] In
2016, Romesberg et al. also reported site-directed functionaliza-
tion of a 243 nucleotide fragment of the central domain of
Thermus thermophilus 16S ribosomal RNA (rRNA) at two distinct
sites using an alkine derivative of 5SICS-NaM and the 5SICS-
MMO2A base pair.[106] For transcriptions, a DNA template
bearing d5SICS and dNaM was prepared by combining
chemical oligonucleotide synthesis and PCR using Thermus
aquaticus (Taq) DNA polymerase. In a first step, short fragments
were chemically synthesized and joined by PCR assembly to
generate two DNA oligonucleotides. Next, the two DNA frag-
ments were fused by overlap extension PCR. After transcription,
the derivatives 5SICSCO and MMO2A were functionalized with
azide-Cy5 and NHS-Cy3, respectively, allowing to investigate
FRET properties of the rRNA in presence of different ribosomal
proteins by single molecule total internal reflection
fluorescence (smTIRF) microscopy.[106] By this, Romesberg and
co-workers unraveled the formation of four different conforma-
tions consisting of two three-helix junctions in open and closed
states, whereby the folding states depend on protein binding
events.[106]

Based on the NaM-TPT3 UBP, we developed an effective co-
transcriptional approach for site-directed, copper-free labeling
of RNA by click chemistry.[107] For this, a TPT3 derivative
modified with a norborne linker (TPT3NOR) was synthesized and
applied in IVT reactions directed by a DNA template containing
dNaM. TPT3NOR was selectively incorporated opposite dNaM by
T7 RNAP thereby allowing downstream functionalization by
iEDDA reactions with tetrazine derivatives.[107] In a next step, the
approach was optimized by substituting the norbornene moiety
with a methyl-cyclopropene derivative (TPT3CP) that is not only
more efficiently incorporated into RNA by T7 RNA polymerase
but also more reactive in iEDDA reactions.[16] The shorter and
rigid linker system additionally enabled positioning of the
reporter group in close proximity to the nucleobase. TPT3CP was
selectively incorporated during IVT and downstream functional-
ization with excess of a tetrazine-fluorophore conjugate in a
one-pot reaction with unpurified RNA resulted in effective
labeling.[16] The approach was then applied to investigate
ribozyme kinetics as it enables the introduction of labels at
defined positions apart from the ribozyme’s active site.[89] For
this, the well-characterized CPEB3 and glmS ribozymes served
as models to demonstrate feasibility with co- and post-tran-
scriptional cleavage reactions, respectively.[89,108] To examine the
185-nucleotide fragment of the glmS ribozyme,[109] a DNA
template with two dNaM at distinct positions downstream the
ribozyme’s cleavage site was prepared by a 2-step PCR

assembly joining three overlapping, chemically synthesized
DNA fragments (Figure 6, left panel) followed by genetic
alphabet expansion transcription and post-transcriptional click
labeling.[89]

Alternatively, an UBP-modified DNA template for in vitro
transcription can be prepared from plasmid DNA as PCR
template.[89] Here, the T7 promoter for IVT is introduced via the
forward primer and the unnatural base via a modified reverse
primer creating a dA (plasmid)-dNaM (primer) mismatch (Fig-
ure 6, right panel). By this, TPT3CP was selectively incorporated
into a 401 nt long fragment of the A-region of the lncRNA Xist
from M. musculus (X inactive specific transcript).[89]

Introduction of TPT3CP during transcription reactions further
allows site-directed spin labeling (SDSL) of RNA. We synthesized
a tetrazine nitroxyl spin label TetNO and reported SDSL of TPT3CP

modified RNA by iEDDA cycloaddition reactions for the first
time.[110] A short self-complementary 18 mer RNA, forming a
duplex with two TPT3CP-A mismatches, was labeled with TetNO.
Despite the long flexible linker, the intermolecular distance
distribution between both spin labels in the RNA duplex was
determined by pulsed EPR techniques (PELDOR).[110] Recently,
we showed direct incorporation of small pyrroline nitroxide
spin labels via the TPT3-dNaM IVT approach which provides a
rapid access to large spin labeled RNA molecules.[5] The glmS
ribozyme was successfully labelled with nitroxyl spin label
TPT3NO (Figure 5, right panel) and inter-nitroxide distance
distributions in the glmS construct were determined by
PELDOR.[5] The approach also enabled to obtain structural
information on the folding of lncRNA that remains still
challenging by crystallography: the 377 nt long fragment of the
A-region of the long non-coding RNA Xist was structurally
explored by PELDOR for the first time (Figure 6, right panel).[5]

PELDOR studies reinforced an existing folding model proposed
by Fang et al.,[111] which suggests stable duplex formation
between 5’- and 3’-end.[5] This SDSL approach enables not only
direct introduction of spin labels into long RNA during IVT but
can also facilitate structural insights of largely unexplored
functional RNA in vitro and potentially in cells.[5] Later in 2020,
an analogous approach applying an alkyne-modified TPT3 TP
for transcriptions and post-transcriptional CuAAC for SDSL of
RNA was presented.[112]

The discussed examples clearly demonstrate suitability and
applicability of UBPs for site-specific labeling of RNA without
disturbing the global fold of complex RNA molecules. Currently,
limited availability of unnatural bases, especially modified with
reactive handles, constitutes the major drawback of this
technique making it difficult to access for non-chemical
laboratories. Apart from that, expansion of the genetic alphabet
enables straightforward introduction of labels at any desired
position of the RNA of interest arising from almost excellent
acceptance of the established UBPs by standard
polymerases.[8,16,82–87] Compatibility with diverse click reactions,
moreover, allows post-transcriptional functionalization with
virtually any modification of choice.[16,90,94,103,106,107,110]
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3.2. Alternative RNA modification strategies via in vitro
transcription

Modification of one of the canonical nucleoside triphosphates
for in vitro transcription usually results in random labeling
throughout the entire RNA sequence.[81] However, a few IVT
approaches have been established which enable internal
introduction of canonical base analogs at specific positions.

3.2.1. Site-specific RNA labeling by combining transcriptional
priming and enzymatic ligation

A segmental approach for internal introduction of labels into
RNA at a desired position combines transcriptional priming with
an initiator (or starter) nucleotide and splinted ligation as
developed by the group of Jäschke (Figure 6, left panel).[113] 5’-

Labeling of RNA by transcriptional priming has been widely
studied over the last decades[114] and allows to incorporate
various guanosine or adenosine monophosphate (GMP; AMP)
and dinucleotide monophosphate analogs selectively at the 5’-
end due to its lack of triphosphate. For internal labeling, the
transcript (donor RNA) is coupled to another RNA fragment
(acceptor RNA) by splinted ligation.[113] Nevertheless, the starter
(di)nucleotide must retain its 5’-OH to enable phosphorylation
and subsequent ligation. The RNA can either be modified
directly by transcriptional priming or by post-transcriptional
functionalization depending on the size of the desired label. A
rather small reactive handle or label, however, is more advisable
as the modification has to be accepted by three different
enzymes – a polymerase, kinase and ligase.[113] Thus, Jäschke
and co-workers synthesized a “clickable” octadiynyl UpG
dinucleotide (OdUpG) which was selectively incorporated at the
5’-end by T3, T7 and SP6 polymerases (72%, 80% and 82%

Figure 6. Selective RNA labeling via transcriptional priming (left) and position selective labeling of RNA (PLOR, right panel). Left panel: In transcriptional
priming, a functionalized starter nucleotide is selectively incorporated at the 5’-end of RNA. Enzymatic ligation of 5’-labeled donor RNA to an acceptor RNA
results in an internal functionalized nucleobase that can be further modified via a compatible click or crosslinker chemistry.[113,115] Right panel: PLOR is divided
into initiation, elongation and termination. Transcription proceeds on a DNA template immobilized to streptavidin agarose beads. Transcriptional pausing is
caused by the lack of a canonical triphosphate. Elongation consists of many cycles each lacking one canonical NTP to cause transcriptional pausing. This
allows for labeling with a modified NTP at a specific position. To avoid cross-contamination between individual cycles, thorough washing after pausing is
essential (SPE= solid-phase extraction).[117,119]
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labeling efficiency, respectively).[113] After transcription, the
primed donor RNA was phosphorylated by T4 polynucleotide
kinase and ligated to acceptor RNA using a mixture of T4 RNA
ligase 1, T4 RNA ligase 2 and T4 DNA ligase. Ligated RNA
molecules can be internally labeled by coupling azide cargos to
the octadinyl moiety via CuAAC.[113]

In a similar approach, Lebars et al. spin-labeled a 55-nt RNA
fragment covering K-turn and specifier-loop domains from T-
box leader RNA of Bacillus subtilis site-specifically.[115] For this,
RNA was selectively functionalized at its 5’-end during T7 IVT by
employing commercially available 6-thioguanosine-5’-O-mono-
phosphate (6-T-GMP) that allows labeling with virtually any
probe by easily reacting with iodacetamido- or NHS-compounds
due to its nucleophilic nature (Figure 6, left panel). After
splinted ligation of 5’-modified donor RNA to acceptor RNA, the
thioguanosine-modified base was subjected to coupling reac-
tion with the nitroxide reagent 3-(2-iodoacetamido)-proxyl. To
guarantee stability of the spin label, RNA was purified prior to
coupling reaction as the nitroxide moiety is prone to reduction
under ligation conditions by DTT.[71] Investigation by EPR
spectroscopy indicated almost quantitative spin-labeling effi-
ciency of �95%.[115] Additionally, the proxyl-spin label did not
perturb global RNA folding of the 55 nt T-box fragment as
demonstrated by NMR spectroscopy. By combining 5’-priming
and isotopic labeling with 13C-modified NTPs of the acceptor
RNA fragment, the authors also demonstrated compatibility of
selective spin-labeling with segmental isotopic labeling ena-
bling combined structural and dynamical investigation by EPR
and NMR spectroscopy.[115]

In principle, this labeling strategy can be adapted to
characterize any large RNA molecule of interest by adjusting
number and length of fragments.[115] For example, two spin
labels could be introduced by 5’-priming of two defined
fragments of the RNA molecule of interest that can then be
assembled with the remaining fragments by ligation.[115] To
date, several dinucleotide or GMP analogs with various reporter
or functional groups are commercially available making the
approach accessible for biological laboratories. The combina-
tion of two or more different functionalized starter nucleotides,
such as alkyne or thio-modified nucleotide monophosphates,
would also allow for labeling with diverse reporter groups or
tags after RNA ligation. However, this segmental labeling
approach is laborious due to many reaction and purification
steps required to obtain fully intact labeled RNA. Moderate
ligation efficiencies (as discussed in chapter 2.1) might also
frequently result in relatively low yields of labeled RNA.

3.2.2. Position selective labeling of RNA

A completely different methodology for the internal labeling of
RNA at specific positions is PLOR – position selective labeling of
RNA – as developed by Wang and co-workers. (Figure 6, right
panel).[116] The method takes advantage of the elongation
complex (EC) formed between T7 RNAP, DNA template and
nascent RNA during transcription. This complex can persist
biochemical manipulations or purification procedures allowing

to force pausing and restarting of the transcription process
(also known as stepwise walking).[117] A 5’-biotinylated DNA
template containing the T7 promoter is coupled to streptavidin
agarose beads that serve as solid support.[116] Steric hindrance
of the beads, possibly affecting transcription efficiency, is
obviated through a 15–30 bp long linker between the biotin
moiety and T7 promoter sequence.[118] In contrast to standard
transcription, PLOR is initiated with three or fewer NTP types
resulting in stalling at the first position where the absent NTP is
required.[116] To ensure stable transition from the less stable
initiation complex to EC, the first pausing event is proposed to
occur at least nine but optimally eleven to thirteen nucleotides
downstream of initiation start.[118] Then, NTPs are completely
removed from the polymerase/DNA/RNA complex by repetitive
cycles of solid-phase extraction (SPE) and washing of the
beads.[116] A fresh NTP mixture is added containing the modified
nucleotide of interest to allow elongation until the next pause
point caused by a missing NTP is reached and the washing step
is repeated. This cycle of elongation can be replicated multiple
times until all modifications of choice are incorporated into the
growing RNA sequence. However, selective labeling requires
careful design and portioning of the RNA sequence and
elongation steps in such fragments that the desired modified
nucleotide can be incorporated at only one specific position.[116]

To terminate transcription, all four canonical NTPs are added to
complete synthesis of the transcript. The transcript falls off from
the complex after termination and can be collected with the
liquid phase. Re-initiation of transcription can be prevented by
addition of heparin, a well-known transcription inhibitor, or
exclusion of guanine triphosphates (GTP) during termination if
permitted by the RNA sequence. After thorough washing, the
immobilized DNA template and RNAP can be recycled for the
next round of PLOR to achieve higher RNA yields as only one
transcript is produced per template and cycle. PLOR has been
established with a fully robotic platform due to extensive
washing of the probes.[116,119] Thus, this new technology is
restricted to laboratories with access to robotic platforms or
requires otherwise time-consuming manual operation.

PLOR was originally applied to selectively label two RNA
molecules, a 71 nucleotide aptamer domain of the adenine
riboswitch (riboA71) from Vibrio vulnificus and a 104 nt frag-
ment of the turnip crinkle virus (TCV) RNA, with isotopes or
fluorophore to investigate structure and dynamics.[116,120] Heavy-
atom labeled as well as various fluorophore-modified NTPs
(Cy3, Cy5, AlexaFluor 488, AlexaFluor 555) have been incorpo-
rated at desired positions in RNA applying PLOR.[116,119,120]

Different riboA71 derivatives were labeled at predefined,
structurally important positions with isotope-labeled nucleo-
tides allowing investigation of RNA folding by NMR spectro-
scopy. Labeling of a single nucleotide of RNA is, rather than
uniform labeling, often more purposeful for unambiguous
structural investigation of a local position by NMR
spectroscopy.[116,120] For example, RiboA71 was site-specifically
labeled with 13C/15N-uridine-5’-TP at residue U39, which partic-
ipates to adenine binding, to study coexistence of conformers
as previously proposed by a four-state model. Obtained NMR
data revealed four distinct peaks supporting the coexistence of
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four conformations in presence of adenine as stated by the
model. Recently, PLOR was also used to selectively introduce 5’-
iodouridine in riboA71 for crystallization.[121] In principle, PLOR
can be applied to incorporate various types of modifications or
labels as long as it is compatible with polymerase acceptance.
To overcome limitations in the variety of labeling tags, 5’-
aminoallyl-modified NTPs were incorporated into RNA during
PLOR enabling downstream functionalization with basically any
functional group derivatized with an NHS-ester.[116]

4. Post-synthetic and Post-transcriptional
Labeling of RNAs

Besides introduction of modified nucleotides during solid phase
or enzymatic synthesis, naturally occurring RNA can also be
labeled post-synthetically or post-transcriptionally. To date, a
variety of different approaches has been reported employing
chemical modifications[122–128] or catalytically active
deoxyribozymes,[129–132] ribozymes[133–135] and enzymes[136–140] to
accomplish modification reactions on unmodified RNA. Starting
from pre-existing RNA sequences, that can either be prepared
in vitro, by synthetic or enzymatic strategies or emerge from
endogenous origin, the RNA oligonucleotides undergo labeling
reactions introducing functional reporter groups such as
fluorophores, affinity tags or small molecule handles for
subsequent modification with reporter groups.[14] In principle,
post-synthetic and post-transcriptional RNA labeling ap-
proaches can be applied to short and long sequences equally
and do not face limitations concerning long RNAs. However,
special attention needs to be paid addressing site-specificity
and universality of such approaches regarding applicability for
all types of RNA and not only for those with intrinsic distinctive
features.[14] As previously mentioned, a wide range of labeling
techniques for unmodified RNA were developed by now.
Admittedly, some techniques include methyltransferases for the
introduction of modifications at the 5’-cap structure[141] or at the
3’-terminus[142] or poly(A) tail.[143] Other approaches utilizing self-
alkylating ribozymes,[144] tRNA-guanine transglycosylases (RNA-
TAG)[145] or tRNAIle2-agmatidine synthetase (Tias)[146] are based on
larger structural elements that need to be fused to the RNA of
interest. As this review focuses on internal covalent and site-
specific labeling of long RNA with minimal impact on RNA’s
native folding and function, the aforementioned approaches
will not be described in the following section.

4.1. Chemical strategies for site-specific labeling of
unmodified RNA

In unmodified RNA oligonucleotides, a plethora of functionaliza-
tion sites are available as the 2’-OH residue of the ribose sugar
possesses nucleophilic character and therefore provides multi-
ple options for chemical modifications.[147,148] Special care has to
be taken to address site-specificity and chemoselectivity to
select only a certain target site of the RNA oligonucleotide.[148]

This can be achieved through the use of DNA helper strands
assigned to guide a functional group to the desired site of
modification and to protect the remaining RNA from chemical
reagents.[123,124,127,128]

4.1.1. DNA-templated chemical labeling via four-way junction
formation

Applying a DNA-templated chemical labeling strategy, Jahn
et al. demonstrated the site-specific introduction of a thiol
group for subsequent attachment of labels for both synthetic
and endogenous RNA.[124] The thiol functionalization can be
attached to predetermined internal nucleotides of the acceptor
RNA by formation of a four-way junction with a donor DNA
linked to an activated carboxylic acid group and two site-
specific DNA guiding strands. The DNA donor strand will then
be coupled to a specific internal 2’-OH group of the acceptor
RNA via the activated carboxylic acid group. Subsequently, the
adjacent disulfide bond in the donor’s linker is cleaved
eventually yielding the thiol-modified acceptor RNA. Afterwards,
site-specifically thiol-modified target RNA can further be labeled
with a reporter group which was demonstrated by coupling of
a maleimide-functionalized fluorophore.[124]

4.1.2. DNA-templated chemical labeling via duplex formation

An alternative chemical labeling strategy was developed by
Freisinger and co-workers using a DNA-templated approach for
sequence-specific generation of etheno-adducts in single-
stranded DNA.[122] Thereby, a guiding DNA bearing an alkylating
agent is hybridized to the target DNA to bring the target base
and alkylating agent in close proximity. Using this approach,
the group of Freisinger obtained only moderate yields up to
30%.[122] Improving yields up to 65%, Sigel, Freisinger and co-
workers demonstrated DNA-templated formation of a 12-
propargyl-etheno-adenine-modified single-stranded 16 mer
DNA and its RNA equivalent and subsequent fluorophore
labeling via CuAAC.[123] This method in principle allowed the
incorporation of bioorthogonal groups into single stranded
regions of both DNA and RNA of unrestricted length.
Fluorescent labeling of a large RNA oligonucleotide was
established for the 633 nt long D135-L14 group II intron
ribozyme construct derived from the Saccharomyces cerevisiae
Sc.ai5γ.[123] In 2018, they also presented site-specific dual-color
labeling of the regulatory 275 nt long btuB riboswitch from
Escherichia coli (E. coli) by combining internal functionalization
with oxidative opening of the 3’-terminal ribose and subse-
quent conjugation to two different fluorophores.[128] Native
folding and function of the btuB RNA riboswitch were studied
using smFRET to characterize the conformational equilibrium of
the btuB riboswitch upon binding of its cofactor adenosylcoba-
lamin. The experiment proved that not only nucleotides within
single-stranded regions but also within RNAs with complex
secondary structures can be targeted.[128]
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4.1.3. RNA acylation at induced loops

More recently, Kool and co-workers developed the technique
RNA acylation at induced loops (RAIL) for in vitro functionaliza-
tion of RNA at specific 2’-OH groups within the sequence.[127]

RAIL employs complementary helper DNA strands to expose
loops or gaps at desired predefined sites within the RNA of
interest to enable site-selective 2’-OH acylation with an
acylimidazole reagent, e.g. nicotinyl acylimidazole azide (NAI-
N3, Figure 7). The remaining RNA segments and their reactive
2’-OH groups are protected by the formed DNA-RNA duplex
structures. After acylation reaction, the helper DNA can be
degraded by DNase digest.[126] Utilizing this strategy, the desired
mono-acylated adduct was formed predominantly and only a
minor fraction of side product acylated at the adjacent
nucleotide 5’ to the induced bulge was observed.[127] Addressing
acylation sites in close proximity to both, 5’- and 3’-end, of the
RNA revealed a lack of selectivity for the gap induction
approach as reliable hybridization of a short helper DNA strand
complementary to the 5’- or 3’-end of the RNA cannot be
ensured.[127] RAIL was employed to selectively control the
catalytic activity of a 81 nt tandem hammerhead ribozyme (TR)
with dual catalytic cores (3TR and 5TR). Specific acylation at the
3TR core guided to the target site via an induced gap,
subsequently suppressed the cleavage rate by 5-fold and
retained 85% of the initial rate of untreated TR with the 5TR
substrate.[127] In comparison, site-specific acylation of the 5TR
core facilitated by an induced loop strategy suppressed the
cleavage rate by 4-fold and retained 93% of the initial rate of
untreated TR with the 3TR substrate. Thus, this method provides
local control of RNA acylation in multifunctional RNA and high
yields of acylation-based suppression of local RNA function with
little off-target acylation.[127] Furthermore, Kool’s group tested
dual labeling of 65 nt small nucleolar SNORD78 RNA for FRET
experiments via serial RAIL labeling.[127] Successive labeling was
performed by first loop induced acylation with NAI-N3 at G14
and subsequent SPAAC reaction with Alexa488-azide, followed
by a second acylation step at A49 and subsequent click reaction
with tetramethylrhodamine(TAMRA)-azide.[127] Taken together,
the RAIL method is well suited for internal, site-directed
acylation and further functionalization particularly for longer
RNAs. RNAs with several hundred nucleotides in length could in

principle be selectively acylated, if helper DNAs are prepared
enzymatically or several synthetic helper DNAs are arranged
along the RNA of interest.[127] The major disadvantage of this
approach is the formation of 20–30% secondary acylation
products adjacent to the targeted position.[127] Interestingly, the
acylating reagent NAI-N3 that has so far been used for click-
based conjugation as well as for blocking and caging[125] forms
a reversible adduct on RNA which can be removed by
bioorthogonal deacylation with phosphines.[127]

4.2. Deoxyribozymes for labeling of unmodified RNA
oligonucleotides

DNAzymes can not only be used to ligate RNA as described in
section 2.2 but can also be employed for post-transcriptional or
post-synthetic labeling of RNA.[129–132] For that purpose, special
deoxyribozymes exist that can either link a modified RNA strand
or a single nucleotide to a pre-existing RNA.[129,149] A major
advantage of this approach is the high labeling specificity
facilitated by specially designed base pairing interactions
between target RNA and DNAzyme.[129,149] In comparison to
RNA, facile and low-priced preparation of the deoxyribozyme
by standard solid-phase DNA synthesis and DNA’s high stability
in principle allows a broad application in biochemical laborato-
ries.

4.2.1. Deoxyribozyme-catalyzed labeling introducing
phosphodiester branches

Introducing the approach of deoxyribozyme-catalyzed labeling
(DECAL), Silverman and co-workers effectively utilized the 10-
DM24 DNAzyme for modifying RNA at specific internal positions
(Figure 8).[129] Therefore, a tagging RNA is created by standard
in vitro transcription introducing a 5-aminoallyl-modified cyti-
dine at its second position. The primary amino group on the
aminoallyl-RNA is then functionalized by reaction with an NHS-
ester derivative to obtain labeled tagging RNA. Using the 10-
DM24 DNAzyme which hybridizes to both, target RNA and
tagging RNA, the labeled tagging RNA is attached to an internal
2’-OH group of the target RNA to result in a 2’,5’-phosphodiest-

Figure 7. Site-selective RNA labeling via RNA acylation at induced loop (RAIL) structures.[127] A complementary helper DNA strand is hybridized exposing a
loop at a predefined site within the endogenous RNA of interest to enable site-selective 2’-OH acylation with an acylimidazole reagent (here: nicotinyl
acylimidazole azide). Remaining RNA segments and their 2’-OH groups are shielded by the helper DNA-RNA duplex. After acylation, the helper DNA strand is
degraded by DNase treatment. Site-selectively acylated RNA can be further modified by CuAAC reactions with functionalized alkine-conjugates.
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er bond formation yielding a branched oligonucleotide. The
label can be attached to different sites within the target RNA by
respective modification of the DNAzyme’s binding arms.[129] By
this, Silverman reported the successful application of DECAL to
install two fluorophores at specific internal sites of the 160 nt
long P4–P6 Tetrahymena group I intron P4–P6 RNA enabling to
study Mg2+ dependent RNA folding by FRET.[129]

Based on the aforementioned approach, Höbartner and
Silverman reported further engineering of the 10-DM24 deoxy-
ribozyme to accept mononucleotides as ligation substrates
instead of 5’-triphosphorylated oligonucleotides.[149] Catalyzed
ligation of free GTP mononucleotides by the engineered 10-
DM24 DNAzyme requires the auxiliary addition of an oligonu-
cleotide cofactor to stabilize the deoxyribozyme’s secondary
and tertiary structure.[149]

Additionally, Höbartner and co-workers showed that lantha-
nide cofactors, in particular Terbium (Tb3+), are able to
accelerate DNA-catalyzed synthesis of branched RNA.[132] They
presented a general post-transcriptional labeling approach for
endogenous RNA with different ribose-modified guanine tri-
phosphates and Tb3+ as an accelerating cofactor to install
functional groups such as azides and primary amines, affinity
reagents, fluorophores, spin labels and cross-linkers at 2’-OH
groups of internal adenines within in vitro transcribed RNA
(Figure 8).[130] This method provides several advantages: first of
all, the use of commercially available modified mononucleotides
ensures a small modification size compared to the earlier used
tagging oligonucleotides and at the same time reduces
preparatory work.[130] Secondly, utilizing Tb3+ as accelerating
cofactor for the DNAzyme enables efficient conversions at
physiological pH and reduces the concentration of GTP
derivatives required for labeling. Overall yields >80% could be
obtained for most labeled GTP analogs providing at the same

time fast reaction rates of kobs�1 min� 1.[130] The group of
Höbartner used this method to introduce two fluorophores as
FRET pair on the SAM II riboswitch RNA by two successive
DNAzyme catalyzed labeling reactions to study Mg2+-induced
folding of its 52 nt long aptamer domain in the presence and
absence of SAM ligand.[130] The observed results were consistent
with previously reported data,[150] proving full functionality of
the labeled riboswitch.[130] Furthermore, they proved applicabil-
ity of their approach to label larger RNA transcripts in vitro. For
the 120 nt long spliceosomal U6 snRNA, ten different labeling
positions for methylanthraniloyl-G (MANT-G) were tested in
total revealing influence of the secondary structure on efficient
deoxyribozyme binding and catalysis.[130] To improve DNA-
catalyzed labeling of complexly folded RNAs, the use of
specially designed disruptor oligonucleotides breaking up
secondary structure formation might facilitate the DNAzyme’s
hybridization to the target RNA increasing labeling efficiency.
Using this approach including a disruptor oligonucleotide,
DNA-catalyzed labeling of the 156 nt long ydaO riboswitch RNA
with Cy3-G and Cy5-G was successively performed yielding
double labeled long RNA allowing further FRET studies.[130]

4.2.2. Deoxyribozyme-catalyzed labeling introducing
phosphothioate branches

In 2017, Höbartner and co-workers reported almost quick and
complete hydrolysis of the 10-DM24-catalyzed 2’,5’-phospho-
diester branch modification in a 209 nt long UBC4 pre-mRNA
transcript after incubation with purified Saccharomyces cerevi-
siae debranchase (Dbr1).[131] Hence, the use of this labeling
technique is restricted to in vitro applications only. However, as
it is known that Dbr1 is unable to hydrolyze phosphorothioate

Figure 8. Refined deoxyribozyme-catalyzed labeling (DECAL) of pre-existing RNA with the 10-DM24 DNAzyme applying assisting heavy metal ions and the
phosphorothioate-modified GTP derivative Sp-GTPS.[130–131] The further engineered 10-DM24 deoxyribozyme catalyzes the attachment of modified guanine
mononucleotides to a 2’-OH group within the RNA strand of interest. Addition of the oligonucleotide cofactor RΔ compensates for a formerly longer
oligonucleotide substrate and is necessary for sufficient conversion. The deoxyribozyme’s binding arms hybridize to the target RNA and can be adapted for
individual target sites to enable site-specific RNA modification. Phosphorothioate-modified Sp-GTPS is used as ligation substrate to prevent subsequent
phosphodiesterase hydrolysis of the 10-DM24 catalyzed 2’,5’-branch modification due to the particular steric configuration of the newly formed linkage in
2’-Rp-PS-labeled RNA. Tb3+ acts as an accelerating cofactor that enables efficient conversions at pH 7.5 and reduces the required concentration of modified
GTP triphosphate. Thiophilic Cd2+ ions are used to prevent phosphorothioate interfering effects on the metal ion coordination by the 10-DM24/RNA/GTPS

ternary complex.
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linkages with Rp-configuration,[151] this characteristic can be
exploited to prevent phosphodiesterase hydrolysis of the label.
Therefore, phosphorothioate-modified, fluorescent GTP deriva-
tives of Sp-GTPS were synthesized as 10-DM24-catalyzed label-
ing of RNA with Sp-GTPS results in an inversion of the
phosphorothioate configuration yielding 2’-Rp-GMPS-labeled
RNA. Moreover, the labeling conditions for 10-DM24 were
optimized to efficiently incorporate Sp-GTPS by addition of the
thiophilic metal ion Cd2+ to prevent phosophothioate interfer-
ing effects on the metal ion coordination by the 10-DM24/RNA/
GTPS ternary complex. Although reactions with Sp-GTPS deri-
vates generally showed a slower reaction rate compared to GTP
derivatives, the resulting 2’-Rp-GMPS-labeled RNA was found to
be mostly resistant to debranching by yeast Dbr1.[131] Yet,
applications for sensitive RNA substrates in a cellular context
are limited by the need to form a three-helix junction[129] and
the necessity for assisting heavy metal ions for improved
deoxyribozyme activity.[130–132]

4.3. Ribozymes for labeling of unmodified RNA
oligonucleotides

A promising approach to label endogenous RNA in vivo can be
found in utilizing genetically encoded ribozymes.

4.3.1. Ribozyme-catalyzed labeling introducing phosphodiester
branches

Maghami et al. reported direct in vitro selection of trans acting
2’-5’ adenylyl transferase ribozymes for covalent and site-
specific RNA labeling with N6-(6-aminohexyl)-ATP and N6-
fluorophore labeled ATP analogs at specific internal 2’-OH
groups resulting in 2’-5’-phosphodiester bond branched
RNA.[133] In the presence of total cellular RNA, the most efficient
and specific ribozyme, FH14, was employed to fluorescently
label the 120 nt long E. coli 5 s sRNA at three different positions
using a fluorophore-modified ATP analog. Therefore, three
variants of the FH14 ribozyme were designed with individual
binding arms of 8–10 nt flanking the different labeling sites.
Combining two or three ribozyme variants, multiple labeling
could be achieved.[133] Admittedly, it is known that the branched
2’-5’-phosphodiester bonds were readily cleaved by natural
debranching enzymes resulting in loss of the installed label[131]

therefore hampering the scope of this labeling approach for
cellular applications. In addition, not only modified ATP analogs
but also cellular, ubiquitous ATP is used as a substrate by the
ribozyme and competes for incorporation.[152] In return, the N6-
modified ATP can also be incorporated by cellular ATP depend-
ent enzymatic reactions which will cause unspecific ribozyme-
independent background labeling.[153]

4.3.2. Ribozyme-catalyzed labeling introducing phosphonate
ester branches

Recently, Höbartner and co-workers evolved advanced ribo-
zymes for bioorthogonal RNA labeling attaching derivatives of
the acyclic nucleoside phosphonate Tenofovir via branched
phosphonate ester junctions to the 2’-OH of an adenosine
within the target RNA (Figure 9).[134] Tenofovir is an antiviral
lipophilic and cell-permeable prodrug used against HIV and
hepatitis B virus (HBV) infections.[154] Applying the Tenofovir-
transferase ribozyme FJC9 and fluorescently-modified Tenofovir,
the 120 nt long E. coli 5S rRNA was efficiently labeled in the
presence of cellular total RNA. Additionally, using Cy5-modified
Tenofovir and Tenofovir-transferase ribozyme FJ1, six different
target sites within E. coli 16S and 23S rRNA, 1500 nt and 2900 nt
long, respectively were modified.[134] Notably, the phosphonate
ester bonds formed by Tenofovir-transferase ribozymes were
more stable towards Dbr1 compared to natural phosphodiester
linkages formed during previously described labeling ap-
proaches using DNAzymes and ribozymes. This aspect taken
together with the benefit of avoiding cross-interactions with
non-specific cellular substrates, as described for previous
nucleotide labeling analogues,[130,132,133,149,152,153] renders this
method in principle possible for future applications in a cellular
context. Moreover, simultaneous orthogonal labeling installing
both a phosphonate ester and phosphodiester branching
modification by application of two orthogonal ribozymes could
be achieved on either a single common target RNA (Figure 9) or
on two individual target RNAs. More in detail, simultaneous
labeling of 23S rRNA by the FJ1 ribozyme using Cy5-Tenofovir
in combination with labeling of 16S rRNA by FH14 with FAM-
ATP in the presence of cellular total RNA was demonstrated.[133]

Figure 9. Site-specific orthogonal double labeling of an endogenous RNA of
interest using nucleotidyl and Tenofovir transferase ribozymes.[134] The
in vitro selected 2’-5’ adenylyl transferase ribozyme FH14 can be utilized for
internal labeling of 2’-OH groups with N6-modified ATP analogs yielding
2’-5’-phosphodiester bond branched RNA. Additionally, the in vitro selected
Tenofovir transferase ribozyme FJ1 can be applied for internal 2’-OH group
labeling with N6-modified acyclic nucleoside phosphonate Tenofovir deriva-
tives yielding 2’-5’-phosphonate ester bond branched RNA.
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4.3.3. Ribozyme-catalyzed labeling by methyltransferase
ribozymes

More recently, Scheitl et al. reported in vitro selection of a
methyltransferase ribozyme for site-specific RNA meth-
ylation.[135] The methyltransferase ribozyme MTR1 catalyzes the
transfer of a methyl group from the cofactor O6-methylguanine
(m6G) to a specific adenine yielding modified 1-meth-
yladenosine (m1A) in its target RNA sequence. Site-specific
methylation of adenosines was shown for a target tRNA in the
presence of total E. coli tRNA in vitro.[135] However, the meth-
yltransferase ribozyme was not yet applied for site-specific RNA
labeling other than methylation but represents a promising tool
for future applications in RNA labeling using e.g. fluorescently
labeled benzylguanine derivatives.[135] Nevertheless, when de-
veloping such an application, circumvention of undesired cross-
interactions with non-specific cellular substrates needs to be
addressed.

4.4. Methyltransferases for enzymatic labeling of RNA
oligonucleotides

RNA methyltransferases catalyze the transfer of methyl groups
to target nucleotides in RNA.[147] Many methyltransferases
employ the cofactor S-adenosyl-L-methionine (AdoMet or SAM)
as methyl-group donor.[147] RNA methylation can be applied for
post-transcriptional modification of coding and non-coding
RNA.[147,155] Exploiting the substrate promiscuity of certain meth-
yltransferases, these enzymes can be used for RNA labeling
introducing a variety of functionalities. By that, the meth-

yltransferase-directed transfer of activated groups (mTAG) can
be used for covalent and sequence-specific labeling of pre-
existing RNA.[136,139,140]

Liu and co-workers first found that human RNA N6-meth-
yladenosine (m6A) methyltransferase METTL3-METTL14
(METTL3-14) to a certain extend exhibits co-substrate promiscu-
ity and is able to site-specifically transfer an allyl group to the
N6-position of adenosine.[138] Therefore, a distinctive consensus
motif needs to be present in the RNA of interest that serves as a
recognition sequence for the methyltransferase and defines the
methylation site. For METTL3-14, the consensus motif comprises
five nucleobases in the DRACH motif (D=A, G or U; R=G or A;
H=A, C or U; underlined A represents the modification site), in
which the central A will be modified.[156] METTL3-14 is able to
generate N6-allyl labeled RNA utilizing the synthetic cofactor
allyl-SAM.[138]

Recently, Rentmeister and co-workers presented sequence-
specific chemo-enzymatic labeling and photocaging of RNA
applying the mRNA methyltransferases METTL3-14 and
METTL16 (Figure 10).[137] Utilizing the co-substrate promiscuity
of the two methyltransferases, they tested different analogs of
the methyltransferases’ natural co-substrate AdoMet to transfer
functional groups to the N6-position of target adenosines within
the RNA of interest.[137]

Therefore, RNA sequences with the respective individual
consensus motifs for each methyltransferase were prepared
including the previously described DRACH motif for METTL3-14.
The consensus motif for METTL 16 comprises the nine nucleo-
bases UACAGAGAA (underlined A represents the modification
site) which need to be posed in a loop or hairpin structure
within the target RNA.[157] Testing the transfer of propargyl

Figure 10. Tag-free internal RNA labeling based on mRNA methyltransferases METTL3-14 and METTL-16. The approach of methyltransferase-directed transfer
of activated groups (mTAG) can be used for covalent and sequence-specific modification of endogenous RNA.[144] Methyltransferases are applied to transfer
various functional groups from S-adenosyl-L-methionine (SAM or AdoMet) analogs to the N6-position of target adenosines within a RNA of interest. Therefore,
a distinct recognition sequence defining the modification site for the methyltransferase needs to be included in the RNA sequence. Additionally, METTL3-14 is
able to transfer photoactive benzylic AdoMet analogs like ortho-nitrobenzyl (ONB) and 6-nitropiperonyl (NP) groups. Upon irradiation with light, the previously
attached photoactive modification is removed from the RNA of interest. Both methyltransferases, METTL3-14 and METTL-16 can be used in a combined
approach for orthogonal labeling of different sites within the same RNA strand. After sequential modification with a propargyl group and photoactive ONB
group, the latter can be removed reversibly by irradiation with light.[137]
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groups, the selenium-based AdoMet analog SeAdoYn was used
which was previously found to be more stable and to improve
the transfer efficiency.[158] Both, METTL3-14 and METTL16, were
shown to transfer propargyl groups with efficiencies corre-
sponding to either 82% or up to 69% relative yield compared
to unmodified AdoMet, respectively. METTL3-14 additionally
accepted photoactive benzylic AdoMet analogs like ortho-
nitrobenzyl (ONB) and 6-nitropiperonyl (NP) groups for transfer
with more than 50% relative yield compared to AdoMet.
Moreover, METTL16 was able to transfer an azidobutenyl group,
but only yielded low amounts of labeled RNA.[137] Subsequent
functionalization of propargylated and azidobutenyl-modified
RNA with different reporter groups using either CuAAC or
SPAAC, respectively, was successfully demonstrated.[137] Even-
tually, 1900 nt long firefly luciferase (FLuc) mRNA which
naturally comprises the DRACH motif was post-synthetically
propargylated and then fluorescently click-labeled with Cy5-
azide employing CuAAC.[137] Additionally, innovative RNA photo-
caging experiments proved that the installation of ONB and NP
groups by METTL3-14 on short, modified RNAs is reversible as
both modifications can be removed by irradiation with UV light
without damaging the RNA.[137] It was further demonstrated,
that both methyltransferases, METTL3-14 and METTL-16, can be
used in combination for orthogonal labeling of a 26 nt long
RNA at different sites. Sequential modification was performed
first applying METTL16 to transfer a propargyl group followed
by the transfer of an ONB group by METTL3-14.[137] The
presented labeling approach is promising for future application
such as dual color labeling for FRET studies on endogenous
RNA as well as activation of previously photocaged RNA. Site-
specificity of the presented approach is limited as the required
consensus motifs are spanning only a few nucleobases.
Potential interference with consensus motifs naturally present
in long, functional RNA sequences[159] is imaginable and will
cause unspecific labeling by methyltransferases at undesired
sites. Referring to earlier in vivo metabolic labeling experiments
with a propargyl-modified amino acid precursor as meth-
yltransferase substrate eventually yielding propargylated
RNA,[160] an interesting adaption for site-specific in vivo RNA
labeling may be developed in the future. For this, care has to
be taken to address undesired cross-interactions with cellular
AdoMet or SAM substrates.

5. Summary and Outlook

In recent years, rapid progress has been made in the develop-
ment of new methods to prepare large RNA molecules site-
specifically decorated with reporter groups such as fluoro-
phores, biotin or spin labels in the laboratory. Biophysical
investigations, for example folding studies via FRET or EPR
spectroscopy of large RNAs are feasible by now. Nevertheless,
facile, homogenous and high-yielding labeling strategies for
diagnostic and therapeutic applications still remain challenging.

The assembly of large RNAs via enzymatic ligation from
short, synthetic oligonucleotides is still a widely used technique.
Synthetic biology approaches to prepare site-specifically modi-

fied RNAs via in vitro transcription using an expanded genetic
alphabet are now easier to implement and huge progress has
been made in the development of novel catalytic nucleic acids
for RNA labeling and RNA methyltransferase based labeling
strategies. In the future, the developed approaches need to be
extended allowing efficient intracellular labeling to study large
naturally occurring RNA molecules in their native environment.
Expanded genetic alphabet based labeling techniques and
methods labeling endogenous RNAs will certainly pave the way
for future in cell investigations to shine light on the complex
folding pathways and the diverse regulatory functions of large
non-coding RNA molecules in cells.
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